Stand-up comedians test ability of LLMs to write jokes
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A small team of AI researchers at Google's DeepMind project has found that LLMs are not very good at writing jokes that are funny. They asked
To be successful, most stand-up comedians have to write a stand-up routine and perform it on stage. Such routines, or monologs, typically involve both storytelling and jokes, or describe humorous situations. Many also employ surprising or incongruous remarks, giving the audience a sudden insight into something they may not have considered in a certain way before.

Most professional stand-up comedians spend a great deal of time polishing their routines and testing them on small audiences before performing in front of large crowds or on television specials.

In this new effort, the team at DeepMind wondered if LLMs might be capable of creating not just jokes, but entire stand-up routines. To find out, they recruited 20 professional stand-up comedians who had used LLMs in their work before. The performers used an LLM to help them write an entire routine and then rated the results.

The researchers found that LLMs were quite good at coming up with jokes; unfortunately, few if any were funny. Most, they suggested, were generic in nature and few offered anything in the way of a surprise.
Overall, the comedians found the AI-generated jokes to lack the cutting edge that is typically needed for a joke to be funny. Many described the results as bland. But some of them did find the LLM to be useful in generating a routine that could be used for creating a basic structure around which they could build their own jokes.

The research team suggests the results were not surprising considering that makers of LLMs use filters to prevent them from generating output
that could be offensive or edgy.
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